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What if you could sense better as you get older, or age without illness? What could be better than
having your physician tell you that you have the bones of a twenty-year-old, or the heart of a
thirty-year-outdated? Antiaging medication and how it can help work against the environmental
assault that is making us sick•ll discover your very own internal elixir of youth! The importance of
sleep and the curing work that nature does during this time period Why so many hysterectomies
are needless, how birth control supplements may have contributed to the rise of them, and how
to restore your body to master hormonal balance after having one• Suzanne talks about:• Follow
the advice in Ageless, and you’ Menopause, that may become a satisfying passage once the
body is normally in perfect hormonal sync with bioidentical hormone replacement therapy• Jam-
packed with updated details on bioidentical hormone alternative and antiaging, Ageless will
change your life forever. In this #1 New York Instances bestseller, Suzanne Somers reveals the
secrets to a young, healthier, and sexier you.
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Found Myself A LOT MORE Impressed Than I Thought... most valuable book ever . I am a
customer of BHRT, and in my particular case would not consider avoiding organic hormones.
However, bBeing a person who is of the average working class with organization provided health
care insurance, my just critique of the information Ms. I am happy with my purchase! I went to
among her suggested docs and the others is history. In my case, I love the cardio protective
aspect of elevated HDL cholesterol that is due to BHRT. Your doctor will help you determine
whether you are a candidate for BHRT. The capability to sleep better and avoid night time sweats
is a genuine plus.. Nothing helps preserve your bones like BHRT, which is extraordinarily
important if you lean towards osteopenia, or worse osteoporosis. Desire my mom(s) had the info
back then to give to me. I use Wiley process tho &. Great info tho. Read and learn or end up being
old & Most of this details is accessible elsewhere and in the event that you were looking for
something new about them you'll be disappointed. I am not 100%, but so much better than I was.
I am using this publication to tweak whatever it is I feel I'm lacking, (which lately can be low
tolerance for stupid people, without common sense. Very informative Hardly ever been a fan of
Suzanne Somers, nevertheless, a dear friend recommended this publication. I came across a
doctor in my own general region that specializes in this hormone therapy and got my lab work
done. For those who have heavy intervals, fibroids, etc .We am now headed down a positive route
toward a wholesome and energetic future instead of the steady decline I am experiencing over
the past several years..You have nothing to lose and so much to get. High hormones are simply
no much better than low ones This is an informative book on a controversial subject. I'd be so far
better off than I am right now. That said, as with so a lot of things, evaluating your health profile
to determine if it's appropriate is essential. Somers gives is this: Normal health insurance (at
least the kind I've) pays hardly any, or next to nothing at all for compounded pharmaceuticals. It's
a big advertisement for bio identicals. I acquired to spit in containers, freeze them, and send the
saliva off to a lab miles away. It cost 250$ out of pocket. It is worth it. Great info in the event that
you had hysterectomy this will help you can get on the Wiley plan which is normally bioidentical
hormone cream, in the event that you didn't have hysterectomy and are heading through
menopause it is essential read also many things can be done to help you through this time in
your life and this book IS JUST THE THING YOU NEED. Plus, I had a very hard period finding a
doctor in my area that believes in the bio-identicals period. NOT ABSOLUTELY ALL FOLKS HAVE
THE RESOURCES SUSANNE SOMERS HAS! Suzanne saved my entire life I read this book after
seeing SS on Oprah in '09 2009. I credit this book with actually saving my life. I was not really
going through menopause gracefully and believed I was shedding my brain and suffering
horribly. If you are predisposed to problems with uterine fibroids, become very cautious, as
estrogen dominance must be avoided. I feel great, but it wouldn't normally have happened
without Suzanne Somers stellar study and persistent persistence to discover the true truth about
hormones and aging. I took this book for what it had been, enlightenment and a huge
comparison from medical jargon.. She says it over, and over. Great info in the event that you had
hysterectomy this will help you . So if you cannot afford to really have the screening panels done
frequently to monitor them and adjust the medication, and you do not have time to run back and
forth to the doctor’s office… and, your experience awkward spitting into vials while you are at
work, then your whole process becomes fairly monotonous, and VERY expensive, and virtually
mute! great book, very informative great book, very informative! I am now on them for about 3
weeks, and my scorching flashes have stopped, and I am feeling quite darn good! She obviously
has done her research and generously shared it with most of us! Five Stars Was shipped in good
condition. Nothing new here, but an excellent collection of widely available knowledge Not the



very best book on the subject and poorly written. Suzanne did have the ability to create a decent
reserve, not great. sick So thankful for this information! In case you are a lover of Suzanne
Somers, you should this book. Eh. Thought it would make me younger. Lifesaver!!! It is about
researching, predicated on her life issues. The items we don’t understand from insufficient
knowledge, smh! I was not surprised by my insufficient hormones because I was not producing
them for several years but I was surprised by other issues linked to thyroid, insulin levels and
cholesterol that needed immediate focus on prevent much more serious problems soon.!.. It can
cost to be healthful..! I liked this book I liked this book, but it takes a very long time to browse,
because of all the testemonials. Plus, insurance will pay next to nothing for the hormone tests
panels to discover where your amounts are. However, that said, I visited a bio- similar doctor, and
they did my blood work, and I am acquiring them. Suzanne Somers is not the dumb blonde you
saw in the present "three's company" but an extremely intelligent and articulate one who is
something special to the world, men and women..! Thanks Suzanne! Essential read if you are
taking into consideration hormone replacement or have already been suffering silently from
depression, anxiety and insufficient luster for life! When you have a family group history of
breasts or uterine malignancy, it is probably best to avoid BHRT. A place to start! As soon as I
completed reading it (that same weekend) I read The Sexy Years. Many thanks Suzanne! It really
opened my eye to just how our hormones rely on each other to maintain us in tune, and the way
outside and inside elements cause depletion of hormones. I have been using bio-medicals for
years after a hysterectomy. I'm so thankful for Suzanne's commitment to bringing details out
about BHRT. I discovered her television show unintentionally and downloaded her book the same
day.) Adverse reviews about any of it being an infomercial?. Every woman should have to read
this book.. She actually is not pushing people to perform anything, but to analyze for themselves
to better their personal well becoming. This is information that needs to be passed on to male
and female alike. Learn to replace what you're missing I've been on biohormones for a long time
largely due to info from sS. I believed I had found the answers in this publication! And yes.
especially if your 18 or higher, read this before having medical operation! Since you are taking
hormones that aren't created by your own body, they fluxuate all over the place. Five Stars Good
read for women. I thought Suzanne’s reserve was well crafted, very concise, and perhaps most
significantly, informative. Maybe more than anything I consider BHRT to protect my bone mass.
I'm so happy I adopted my 'hunch' to view Suzanne's show, go through her books and follow up
with a doctor that specializes in this area and understands what i need to live a quality lifestyle..
she uses other activities like HGH (which I won't make use of) and Iscador (which we are able to
get or afford. So far so good!.....going to tell my daughters and my friends. Total life switch.
Whatever.wish i purchased sooner.can't express how thankful I am to know the truth.
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